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I'm confused. If I click on the first link in the post, will I take advantage of a racist 4channer?posted by NoMich at 10:20 a.m. on September 25, 2019 [2 favorites] I'm conflicted as well, these hour russian post punk mixes are pretty good ... posted by SageLeVoid at 10:22 on September 25, 2019 Unhappy teens and 20-something passing
crappy pranks back and forth online? Is it something, or is it just something?posted by SoberHighland at 1:01 pm on September 25, 2019, ironic racism is like unilateral recycling. We both tell each other that we should feel better about the world. Calling it ironic doesn't make it any less racist, and calling it recycling does not make it better
for the environment.posted by Mr. Encyclopedia at 18:55 PM on September 25, 2019 Nazi Nihilist Memes for radicalized Incel Teens.posted by asb at 5:24 pm on September 26, 2019 [1 favorite] «Like if Rainbow Road is broken in | VLOOKUP is dead (not really). Long live ULOOKUP Noer » This topic has been archived and closed for
new comments Man, who believes that global problems will inevitably cause the disintegration of civilization A the ordinance is a man who believes in duberism, philosophy and attitude, who believe in global problems - including but not limited to environmental exhaustion, such as overpopulation, peak oil, climate change and pollution -
will inevitably lead to the disintegration of civilization, significant losses in the human population and potentially lead to the eventual extinction of man. [1] Attitudes can be opposed to optimistic prospects for the future of civilization. The Dumers also believe that government corruption, civil apathy and structural oppression are impossible or
immaterial. [2] General topics This section relies too heavily on references to primary sources. Please improve this section by adding secondary or tertiary sources. (August 2020) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) The doomed tend to express a sense of despair and hopelessness about their own lives. The r/doomer
sub-council was established in 2009 as a place for the doomed to express their feelings and thoughts. A post posted by Redditor u/newdoomr on January 18, 2020, titled Notes from doomed lists the impasse of the doomed in front of the general public, questioning how not everyone walks around in a state of sheer unshakable panic.
Expressed in the text of the post is the determination that the duomers are awake to the knowledge that the world is a cruel, sick and meaningless place, that humans are capable of destroying the natural world, and that even if the duomers rise above their concerns, it would be pointless, since the world faces an inevitable collapse. The
moderators of r/doomer hung the post, and as of August 8, 2020, received 207 speeches. [3] History Peaknik subculture The term dumer was reported in 2008 as being used in early internet picnic communities, in particular on internet forums where members oil will stop due to a lack of resources, followed by a public collapse. The mid-life
doumlers subscribed to various ideas about how to face this impending collapse, including preparing for fate, as well as more contemporary feelings of resignation and defeat. [4] Canadian Doomer Paul Chefurka hosts a website encouraging his readers to eat lower along the food chain, change their homes for the apocalypse and
consider not taking children into the world. [4] It focuses on studies that show that having a smaller child and eating a plant-based diet are effective methods for reducing greenhouse gas emissions. [5] Lower nutrition in the plant-based food chain is more environmentally efficient, as the transfer of energy through trophic levels leads to
significant energy loss. [6] Unlike modern dumers, some do not join such fatal strategies. American ranger Chris Lake, when writing recommendations for the survival of social collapse, suggests that his colleagues adopt a positive attitude because, as he says, Difficult times do not endure, it is difficult to make people. [4] Wojak Doomer
Internet Meme see also: Wojak § Doomer Until 2018, 4chan users started creating Wojak cartoons with -oomer suffix to mock different groups online, the first of which is titled 30-year-old Boomer, one of millennials who have similar ideas and ideas as Baby Boomers. [reference is necessary] This is the same trend that promotes the term
Zoomer when it comes to members of Generation Z.[7] Three of these cartoons are called Bloomers, Glomer and Dumers. [8] All three of these symbols were created as gradients of the same 20-something Zoomer. Bloomers in this context are zoomers who are well-adjusted adults, Gloomers are Zoomers who are depressed because
they are not well adapted. Unlike the buzzers who just stopped trying. As Caitlin Tiffany, a social media journalist from The Atlantic, points out, 2018 Doomers no longer pursue friendships or relationships and get joy from nothing because they know the world is coming to an end. [8] Media use The term dumer was later used in the
commentary around Jonathan Franzen's 2019 essay titled What If We Stop Pretending. The piece is an argument against the possibility of preventing climate catastrophes. As well as promoting the term to the general public, Franzen's article is very popular among Doomer's online communities, including Facebook groups close to the
human exile support group and abrupt climate change. In a BBC article, Jem Bendall's self-published book is Deep Adaptation: A Map to Navigate the Climate Tragedy is described as the closest thing to a manifesto for a generation of self-described climate doomsdayers. Since March 2020, the paper has been 2000 and a half million
times. In it, Bendel argues that there is no chance of preventing the near-zero disintegration of human civilization. As the BBC's revise notes, Prof Michael Mann, one of the world's best-known climate scientists, described Bendell's paper as pseudo-scientific nonsense. [10] The New York Times notes that supporters of non-civilisation: The
Dark Mountain Manifesto has been described as doomed to the reckless nature of the text message. The manifesto criticised the idea of progress, with it published by Paul Kingsnorth and Dogald Heine to signal the start of the Artists Dark Mountain Project group. In February 2020, Wired's Kate Knebs noted the development of a popular
and growing strain of doomer imaginary modification of the genre's typical optimistic undertones. In addition, Amy Brady, one of the fiction columnists for the Chicago Review of Books, notes that the genre has moved from future scripts to almost past and present stories. [12] Critics in the context of the criticism of Bendel's work, scientist
Michael Mann, described doom as a dangerous new strain of crypto-denial, saying that the ideas of the doomed would lead us down the same path of inaction as a categorical denial of climate change. The interests of fossil fuels love this framing. [10] A critique of Bendel's profound adaptation of OpenDemocracy argues that [10] the claim
that a climate collapse has sunk into society is inevitable, that society is not only wrong, but that it undermines the cause of the climate movement. Instead, he argues that while there are real reasons for despair... The choice to believe in an inevitable meltdown is the very luxury, a form of escape available only to those who have the time
and resources to plan its consequences. [13] See also environmental grief Climate grief Anarcho-primitiveism Deindustrialization Apocalypse Human overcrowding Myth of progress Myth (population) Pessimism § technological and environmentally friendly Collapsing What a way to go: Life at the end of empire References ^ Read, Max
(2019-08-01). Andrew Young Li is the candidate for Dumler?. - Intelligence. Retrieved July 19, 2019. [4] The memes of 4han are a strange frontier in online extremism. MEL magazine. 2019-05-02. Retrieved 2019-10-17. 1999 notes from doomed. Reddit. Reddit. Retrieved August 21, 2020. 1999: Life after the oil disaster. Globe and Mail.
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My Deep Dark Journey doomed facebook. Retrieved April 27, 2020. ^ b Hunter, Jack (16 March 2020). Climate doomsday is preparing for the disintegration of society. BBC News. Retrieved April 20, 2020. Bendell, professor of sustainable leadership at the University of Cumbria, is the author of an academic article, Deep Adaptation: A
Map of Climate Navigation Tragedy, which has become the closest thing to a manifesto for a generation of self-described climate offenders. ↑ 1944 - 1999. This is the end of the world as we know Him... and he's feeling good. The New York Times. Retrieved April 22, 2020. ^ 1999, 1999- 1999, 17 February 2020 The hottest new literary
genre is Doomer Lit. Wired. Retrieved April 27, 2020. ^ Nicholas, Thomas Hall, Gallen; 14 July 2020 Defective science, doomed and erroneous conclusions of deep adaptation. Open up Democracy. Retrieved Aug 18, 2020. External Links Doomsters(sic) - A magazine article discussing peak oil and Doomsters Visited by imageboard
website 4chanCanna page on the 4chan homepage on June 3, 2019 Site typeImagboardWhat is available inEnglishOwnerHiroyuki NishimuraC created byChristopher PooleUR www.4chan.org L (NSFW) www.4channel.org (SFW) CommercialYesRegistrationNone available (excluding staff)LaunchedOctober 1, 2003; 17 years ago (2003-
10-01) 4chan was an anonymous website in English. Launched by Christopher moot Poole in October 2003, the site hosts boards dedicated to a wide variety of topics, from anime and manga to video games, music, literature, fitness, politics and sports, among others. Registration is not available and users usually post anonymously;
publishing is short-lived, with topics receiving the latest responses pushed to the top of the board and deleting old themes by creating new ones. As of November 2020, 4chan receives more than 20 million unique monthly visitors, with over 900,000 posts daily. [4] 4chan was created as the unofficial English language of the Japanese
Futaba Channel file, also known as 2chan, and its first boards were created for publishing images and discussion related to anime. The site has been described as the center of the internet subculture, with its community influential in forming prominent internet memes such as lyquettes, Rick rowling and furious comics, as well as hacktivist
and political movements such as Anonymous and the alt-right. 4chan has often been the subject of media attention as a source of controversy, including the coordination of jokes and harassment against websites and internet users, as well as the posting of illegal and offensive content. The Guardian once summed up the 4-chan
community as a lunatic, adolescent ... funny and disturbing. [3] Von Christopher Poole, founder of 4han, at the XOXO Festival in 2012. [4] [5] The home page of the site contains 70 graphics boards and one animation board for Flash divided into seven categories: Japanese Culture, Video Games, Interests, Creative, Others, Miscellaneous
(NSFW) and Adult (NSFW). Each board has its own set of rules and is dedicated to a specific topic, such as in different ways, including anime and manga, video games, music, literature, fitness, politics, and sports, among others. From 2019 /pol/ (Politically incorrect) /v/ (video games) /vg/ (Video games generals) and /b/ (Random)
committees receive the most daily publications. 4chan is the internet's most trafficked, according to the Los Angeles Times. [6] 4chan's Alexa rank is 1042 from June 2020[7] although it is higher than 56. [8] It is provided free of charge to its users and consumes high bandwidth; as a result, its funding has often been problematic. Poole has
acknowledged that donations alone can't keep the site online, and turned to ads to help make ends meet. [9] However, explicit content hosted on 4chan is deterred by companies that do not want to be associated with the content of the site. [10] In January 2009, Poole entered into a new deal with an advertising company; in February
2009, he was $20,000 in debt, and the site continued to lose money. [11] The 4 servers were moved from Texas to California in August 2008, which improves the maximum bandwidth of 4chan from 100Mbit/s to 1Gbit/s.[12] Unlike most web forums, 4chan does not have a registration system allowing anonymous publication of users. [13]
[14] Any alias can be used in publishing, even when it has been previously accepted, such as Anonymous or moot. [15] At the place of registration, 4chan has provided tricycles as an optional type for verifying the identity of a poster. [16] Since making a post without filling in the Name field causes posts to be attributed to Anonymous, the
general understanding of 4chan holds that Anonymous is not one person, but a collective (hive) of users. Moderators usually post without a name even when performing syopational actions. Capcode can be used to attribute anonymous ## Mod to the publication, although moderators often post without the capcode. [18] In a 2011 interview
with Nico Douga, Poole explained that there are about 20 volunteer moderators on 4chan who can't do it but can't publish a code. Exposing yourself as a janitor is grounds for immediate dismissal. [19] 4chan has been the subject of random denial of service attacks. For example, on 28 December 2010, 4han and other websites Poole said
on his blog: Now we join the ranks of MasterCard, Visa, PayPal, etc., an exclusive club! [20] History The site was launched as 4chan.net on October 1, 2003 by Christopher Poole, a 15-year-old student from New York City using the online handle moot. [21] Poole was a regular participant in Something Terrible Subforum Anime Death
Tedium Rape (ADTRW), where many users are familiar with the Japanese graphics board format and Futaba Channel (2chan.net). [13] When he created 4chan, Poole received an open source Futaba Channel and translated the Japanese text into English using The English Translator of Babel Fish of AltaVista. [Note 1] After creating the
site, Poole invited users from the adTRW subforum, many of whom were unhappy with the moderation of the site, to visit 4chan, which he advertised as an English-language colleague of futaba Channel and a place for Western fans to discuss anime and manga. [5] [23] [24] When it was founded, the site hosted only one board: /b/
(Anime/Random). [Note 1] Before the end of 2003, several new anime boards were added, including /h/ (Hentai), /c/ (Anime/Cute), /d/ (Hentai/Alternative), /w/ (Wallpapers/ Anime), /y/ (Yaoi) and /a/ (Anime). Lolikon was also set up in Lolikon but was deactivated after posting genuine child pornography and was eventually deleted in
October 2004 following threats of legal action. [27] In February 2004, GoDaddy 4chan.net the domain, causing Poole to move the site to the time of its domain 4chan.org. On March 1, 2004, Poole announced that he did not have the funds to pay the monthly account for the server, but was able to continue working after receiving a swarm
of donations from users. In June 2004, 4chan experienced a six-week suspension after PayPal 4chan was suspended after receiving complaints about the site's content. [30] After the return of 4chan, several non-anime-related boards were introduced, including /k/ (Weapons), /o/ (Auto) and /v/ (Video games). In 2008, nine new boards
were created, including the sports council of /sp/, the fashion commission of /fa/ and Japan /General (the name later changed to the otaku culture dashboard) to /jp/. [32] In January 2011, Poole announced the deletion of /r9k/ (ROBOT9000) and /new/ (News) boards, saying that /new/ became dedicated to racist discussions, and /r9k/ no
longer served its original purpose to be a test execution of the script of xkcd of robot9000. [33] In the same year, the Board was established in order to reduce the number of socialization strands of /b/. /r9k/ was restored on October 23, 2011, together with /hc/ (Hardcore, deleted previously), /pol/ (rebranding /new/) and the new /diy/ board,
in addition to Poole's apology, where he remembers how he criticized the deletion of Encyclopsy Drama and that he did the same. [34] In 2010, 4chan introduced reCAPTCHA in an attempt to thwart spam, Worms. By November 2011, 4chan had made the transition to using Cloudflare after a series of DDoS attacks. 4chan graphics boards
were rewritten into a valid HTML5/CSS3 in May 2012 in an attempt to improve customer performance. On September 28, 2012, 4chan introduced a 4chan pass[12] which, when purchased, allowed users to bypass the introduction of reCAPTCHA verification when publishing and reporting posts on 4chan graphics boards; money collected
from the gaps will go towards supporting the site. [36] Hiroyuki Nishimura, owner of 4chan since 2015 on January 21, 2015, Poole stepped down as site administrator, citing the stress of controversies such as Gamergate as the reason for his departure. [37] On September 21, 2015, Poole announced that Hiroyuki Nishimura had purchased
4chan's property rights from him, without disclosed the terms of the acquisition. [24] [40] Nishimura was a former administrator of 2channel between 1999 and 2014, the website formed the basis for an anonymous culture that influenced later websites such as Futaba Channel and 4chan; [42] Nishimura lost the domain of 2channel after
being taken over by his registrar Jim Watkins,[43] after the latter were struggling with financial difficulties. In October 2016, it was reported that the site was facing financial difficulties that could lead to its closure or radical changes. In a post titled Winter Is Coming, Hiroyuki Nishimura said: 'We tried to keep 4chan as e. But I failed. I am
truly sorry, I quote server costs, infrastructure costs and network charges. On November 17, 2018, it was announced that the site would be split in two, with the safety work boards moving to a new area, 4channel.org, while nsfw boards would remain in 4chan.org domain. In a series of posts on the topic, Nishimura explained that the split
was due to 4chan being the blacklist of most advertising companies, and that the new 4 channel domain would allow the site to receive ads from mass ad providers. [48] In a 2020 interview with Deputy Media, several current or past moderators spoke of what they perceived as racist intentions behind the site's leadership. They described
how a managing moderator named RapeApe tried to use the site as a tool for the alt-right, and how Nishimura had his hands, leaving moderation on the site mostly to RapeApe. Neither Nishimura nor Rape have responded to these allegations. [49] Christopher Poole kept his true identity hidden until it was revealed on July 9, 2008 in the
Wall Street Journal. Before that, he used the moniker moat. [21] In April 2009, Poole was voted the most influential person in the world in 2008 by an open internet survey conducted by Time magazine. [50] The results were questioned even before the poll was completed, as automated voting and manual voting programs were used to
influence the vote. [51] [52] [53] 4chan's intervention in the seems increasingly likely when it has been In this reading of the first letter of the first 21 candidates in the poll, a phrase containing two 4-chan memes is written: mARBLECAKE. ALSO, THE GAME. On September 12, 2009, Poole spoke about why 4chan has a reputation as a
Meme factory at the Parafluence Symposium in Vienna, Austria, which is part of the Paraflows 09 festival, themed Urban Hacking. In this conversation, Poole is mainly due to the anonymous system, and the lack of data retention on the site (the site has no memory). In April 2010, Poole testified at the trial in the United States against
David Carroll as a government witness. [57] As a witness, he explained the terminology used on 4chan to the prosecutor, ranging from OP to stalking. He also explained to the court the nature of the data provided to the FBI as part of the search warrant, including how users can be uniquely identified from site verification logs. [58]
Remarkable graphics boards /b/ Main article: /b/ Random circuit board, /b/ follows the design of Nijiura board of the Futaba Channel. It was the first council created, and was described in 2009 as 4chan's most popular board, which accounted for 30% of the site's traffic at the time. Gawker's Nick Douglas sums up [b] as a board where
people try to shock, entertain and co-ordate free from each other. [4] /b/ has a policy of no rules, except for prohibitions on certain illegal content, such as child pornography, invasions of other websites (posting floods of destructive content) and sub-18 viewing, all of which are inherited from the site-wide policies. The no-invasion rule was
added in late 2006 after most of this summer invaded the Hotel Habo. The no-rules policy also apply to actions of administrators and moderators, which means that users can be banned at any time, for any reason, including for no reason at all. [61] Due to its partially anonymous nature, the moderation of the board is not always successful
– in fact, the anti-child pornography rule on the site is the subject of jokes of /b/. [8] Christopher Poole told the New York Times, in a discussion about the moderation of the b, that the power lies in the community to dictate its own standards and that the site's employees simply provide a framework. [62] The humor of /b/ 's, who call
themselves /b/tards, is often incomprehensible to newcomers and outsiders and is characterized by complex jokes and dark comedy. [63] Users often treat each other, and most of the outside world, as. [8] They are often called trolls by outsiders who regularly act with the intention of doing so for a crazy, LOL corruption used to denote
entertainment at the expense of another. [62] [64] The New York Observer described posters as immature pranksters whose bad behavior was encouraged by the general anonymity of the site and the lack of archive. Douglas says on board: reading (b) will melt and cites the definition of the Encyclopedia Drama for /b/ as the ass of the
Internet [sic]. [4] [4] Schwartz, of the New York Times, was pictured at a high school bathroom counter, or obscene phone parties, while the Baltimore City Journal reported that a child with butterfly knives and a locker of was on the internet in high school. [8] Wired describes /b/ as notorious. [63] Each publication is assigned a publication
number. Certain publication numbers are searched, with a large amount of posts to get them. GET appears when the publication number ends at a special number, such as 12345678, 22222222, or every million post. [66] A sign of scaling 4chan, according to Poole, is when GETs lose meaning due to the high post rate, which leads to
GET every few weeks. In July 2008, it estimated 150,000 to 200,000 publications per day. [67] (Pol) Main article: /pol/ /pol/ (Politically incorrect) is the political discussion board of 4chan. [68] [pol] was established in October 2011 as a re-election of 4chan's news board, which was deleted in January for a large volume of racist discussion.
[33] Although there was once a strong left-wing libertarian contingent of 4-chan activists, in early 2010 the council quickly attracted posters with political beliefs, which would later be described by a new term, and the right. [70] Media sources have been characterized as predominantly racist and sexist, many of its publications being
explicitly neo-Nazis. [71] [72] [73] [74] The Center for Southern Mishrev Law adopted /pol/ 's rhetorical style as a broad imitation of white supremacist sites such as The Daily Stormer; Stormer editor Andrew Anglin has been contacted. [72] (pol) is where screenshots of Trayvon Martin's hacked social media accounts were originally posted.
[75] [76] Users on board have launched anti-feminist, homophobic, transphobic and anti-Arab Twitter campaigns. [73] [77] [78] [79] Many users [pol] were favored by Donald Trump during his 2016 US presidential campaign. Both Trump and his son, Donald Trump Jr., seem to recognize the support of tweeting /pol/-related memes. After
the successful election, one /gender/ moderator implemented a pro-Trump video at the top of all the pages of the board. [80] [81] [82] [83] /r9k/ /r9k/ is a board that performs the algorithm of Randall Munroe ROBOT 9000, where exact resess are not allowed. [84] [85] Initially, the board focused on the lifestyle neet and hikikomori and was
recognized as the origin of the rhetorical greentext style. By 2012, personal stories of self-observation, depression and suicide attempt began to eviscerate /b/-style role-playing, otaku and video games. [88] [89] [86] Users of /r9k/, built by the then popular 4chan memi epic victory and failure to group the human population alpha or
stereotypical well-adjusted popular people and beta or stereotypical nerds social rejections, self-identifying with the latter. [86] It became a popular gathering place for the controversial online increta community. [90] [91] The beta rebellion or beta rebellion, the idea of revenge against women, jockeys and others, perceived as the cause of
the problems of the staged, was promoted in the subsection. He stumbled further into the forum after the shooting at Umpqua Community College, where gunman Chris Harper-Mercer is believed to have also warned people not to go to school in the Northwest hours before the shooting, as they encouraged him. [94] [95] The perpetrator of
a van attack in Toronto quoted 4chan and uprising in a Facebook post he made before the attack, while praising the self-described incremental incremental Elliot Rogerger, the killer behind the 2014 murders of Isla Vista. He claims to have spoken to Harper-Mercer and Roger on Reddit and 4han and believed he was part of a beta riot,
and also posted a message to 4chan about his intention the day before the attack. [98] [109] Internet culture Early internet memes Very early memes, which arose in 4chan, attracted the attention of the media. This includes So I'm a Herd U like mudkipz [sic], which includes a Pokémon-based phrase and generates numerous YouTube
videos to honor,[13] and the term hero [sic] as synonymous with suicide, after misspelling in myspace an online memorial to seventh-grader Mitchell Henderson. [100] 4chan and other websites, such as the satirical encyclopedia Drama, also contribute to the development of significant amounts of Lye language. [101] Image from the loca
used I'm in... A Lolcat format is an image combining a photo of a cat with text designed to contribute to humor. The text is often idiosyncratic and grammatically incorrect. In 2005, the mem was widely popular by 4chan in the form of Catturday. Every Saturday, users posted photos of cats with macros on the image related to the theme of
the day. [102] In 2005, a meme, known as a spider, began after Poole used a filter for the word to change a duck's egg in the 4 chan. So words like egg roll have been changed to spider. This led to baiting and shifting, in which external connections disguised as relevant to the discussion instead led to a picture of a duck on wheels. [104]
An unidentified 4chan user applies the concept of the spider to a 2007 post related to the video game Grand Theft Auto IV. In March of that year, the game's trailer was released, and the game's huge popularity caused the publisher Rockstar Games' website to crash. The user posted a link on YouTube purporting to lead to the trailer, but
in fact directed users to the music video for Rick Astley's 1987 song I'll Never Give Up. That's how rickroll is born. In an interview with the Los Angeles Times, Astley said he found the mem strange and funny. [3] [104] [105] A on July 11, 2007, the YouTube video of Tai Sonday's song Chocolate Rain was posted on /b/ . [106] The Age
reports that the four Chanei posters are called upon by each other to swarm the video on YouTube and thereby increase its ranking. [107] The video became a hugely popular internet mem, leading to the helm of drummer John Mayer and green day drummer Tre Hleigh. The part of the song in which Zonday moves away from the
microphone, with the caption I move from the microphone to inhale, becomes an often repetitive 4chan meme and inspired remixes. [106] [109] Boxxy's character was portrayed by Katherine Katie Wayne, an American internet celebrity known for her highly energetic vlogs. Her rise to exposure began in late 2008 and early 2009, bypassing
self-made videos that were originally made to be posted to her Gaya Online account. [110] [111] [112] They are then distributed to 4chan and other sites, leading to a large online trail. [10] In his American incarnation, Pedober was an anthropomorphic bear predator that is often used in the community for taunts showing a sexual interest in
children. Pedobier is one of the most popular memes of non-English graphic boards and is recognized throughout Europe. In February 2010, a photoshopped version of Pedobear appeared alongside mascots at the 2010 Winter Olympics in an article about the Games in the Polish newspaper Gazeta Olsztynska. This was done by
accident; because of the image used by Google Images, the authors are not aware of the joke. [115] Similarly, the Dutch TV driver Avrobode used one of the images. Before the pope's visit was used as a symbol of paedophilia by Maltese graffiti vandals. Anonymous and anti-Scientology protests against Scientology See also: The
Anonymous (Group) and Project Chanology 4chan was marked as the starting point of the anonymous memka from the Baltimore City Book,[8] due to the norm of publications signed with Anonymous Moner. National Post's David George-Koch says it has been widely reported that Anonymous is affiliated with 4chan and 711chan, as well
as numerous internet replicar chat channels (IRC). [118] Through its association with Anonymous, 4chan contacted the Chanology of the Project, a global protest against the Church of Scientology held by members of the Anonymous. On January 15, 2008, he posted a 4chan user in /b/, which suggests the participants did something big
against the site of the Church of Scientology. This message led to the church receiving threatening phone calls. It quickly became a big protest in the real world. Unlike anonymous's previous attacks, this action is characterized by 4 chan memets, including rickrolls and Guy Fawkes masks. The attack drew criticism from some 4chan users
who thought it would bring the site undesirable attention. [8] My Little Poni: Friendship is a magical fanship Fans and subculture, children's animated series My Little Pony: Pony: E Magic started on The Comics and Animations (co/) board of 4chan. The show was discussed with some interest around its debut in October 2010. In an article
published on the cartoon site Cartoon Brew titled The End of the Creator-Driven Era in TV Animation, the author Amid Amidi cited the show's more recent debut as an example of how the talent of creators like Lauren Faust was used to work on behalf of established property rather than original ideas developed by the creators themselves.
[124] [119] The article was shared on /co/, where the alarm tone of essays provoked increased interest in the show, leading to praise for its plot, characters and animation. [119] The moderation of the themes associated with my little ton at 4han became controversial; discussion of the show, extended to /b/ board, reaching volume and
intrusiveness, which were eventually met with hostile reactions from other 4chan users. This led to intervention by a moderator, with the introduction of an automatic one-day ban on the use of the word poni to prevent discussion of the show. Discussion of the show began circulating in communities outside 4chan in reaction, including the
creation of fan news website Equestria Daily, causing the show to reach a wider audience on the internet. These events were described as civil war internal until 4chan.[119] The site administrator eventually resolved the issue by setting up the board dedicated to discussing the show, Pony (/mlp/), and apologizing on behalf of the restraint
management team for ignoring one of the largest subcultures in 4chan's history. [61] Another media attention Arrested for animal abuse On February 15, 2009, a user uploaded two videos to YouTube that showed the physical abuse of a domestic cat called Dusty by a man calling himself Timmy. The 4-year-old was able to find the author
of the video, a 14-year-old from Lawton, Oklahoma, and passed his details to local police. As a result, a suspect was arrested and the cat was treated by a veterinarian and taken to safety. [126] [127] This post is art On July 30, In 2014, an anonymous user made a response in a thread on board /pol/ Politically incorrect on 4chan,
criticizing modern art ironically, saying: Art was something to take care of now literally everything can be art This post is art.- Anonymous[128] Less than an hour later the post was taken from the screen and framed by another user who posted another response in the thread with a photo of the frame. Later, the user, after approval from
other anonymous users in the thread, created an eBay auction for the photo in a frame that quickly rose to high prices, culminating in a price tag of $90,900.00. [129] [130] [131] [132] The Death of Jeffrey Epstein Main Article: Epstein's report into Jeffrey Epstein's death was published about 40 minutes before ABC News reported it. The
unidentified person who made the posts may have been the first response, in violation of privacy law, to be reviewed by the New York Fire Department. [133] [134] Controversy Internet attacks see also: Anonymous (group) § 4chan raids (2003–2007) and Sarah Palin email hack according to The Washington Post, users of the site have
managed to rip out some of the highest-performance collective action in the history of the Internet. [135] Users of 4chan and other websites invaded Hal Turner by launching DDoS attacks and a joke, calling his phone a radio show in December 2006 and January 2007. The attacks caused Turner's website to go offline. That's worth
thousands of dollars from the channel's bills, according to Turner. In response, Turner sued 4chan, 7chan, and other sites; However, he lost his right to order and did not receive letters from the court. [136] KTTV Fox 11 aired a report on Anonymous, calling them a group of hackers on steroids, domestic terrorists and a collective Internet
machine for the 26 July 2007. [137] Slashot founder Rob Malda posted a comment Made by another Slashdot user, Miang, stating that the story focuses mainly on users of 4chan, 7chan and 420chan. On July 10, 2008, a CJK unicode character (卐) swastika appeared at the top of the Google Hot Trends list - a dot of the most used search
terms in the Us for several hours. It was later reported that an html-digit symbol reference for the symbol was posted to /b/, asking to perform a Google search for the iasis. Many visitors (b) followed the line and pushed the symbol to the top of the chart, though Google later removed the result. Later that year, the private Yahoo! Mail
account of Sarah Palin, the 2008 Republican vice presidential nominee, was hacked by a 4chan user. The hacker posted the password of the account to /b/, and screenshots from the Wikileaks account. [139] A /b/ user then logged in and changed the password by sending photos of the photo from him by sending an email to a friend that
Palin informed her of the new password on the /b/ thread. However, he forgot to erase the password on the screen. [140] Multiple /b users have tried to sign in with the new password and the account is locked automatically by Yahoo!. The incident was criticized by some (b) users, with most reports of the hack focused on 4chan, not Palin
on campaign law. One user commented, seriously, /b/. We could have changed history and failed, epic. [141] The FBI and The office began investigating the incident shortly after it occurred. On September 20, they interviewed David Ental, son of Tennessee Democratic Sen. Mike Underwell. [142] Apple Inc.'s share price fell significantly in
October 2008 after it was featured on cnn news site iReport.com claiming that the company's CEO Steve Jobs had suffered a serious heart attack. The source of the story was traced to 4chan.[144] In May 2009, members of the site attacked YouTube, posting pornographic videos on the site. A member of 4chan admitted to being part of
the attack, telling BBC News it was in response to deleting music on YouTube. In January 2010, members of the site attacked YouTube again in response to the YouTube user's suspension for not meeting the minimum age requirement of thirteen. [147] The videos uploaded by the user apparently became popular with 4chan members,
who subsequently became angry after the account was suspended and called for a new wave of pornographic videos to be uploaded to YouTube on January 6, 2010. In September 2010, in response to the Bollywood film industry's hiring of Aiplex Software to launch cyber attacks on the Pirate Bay, Anonymous members recruited through
posts on 4chan boards, subsequently launching their own attacks, called Operation Payback, targeting the Website of the Film Association of America and the Recording Industry Association of America. [149] [150] [151] Targeted websites are usually offline for a short period of time due to attacks before they recover. The website of
British law firm ACS:Law, which is linked to an anti-piracy client, was hit by the cyber attack. [152] In retaliation to call it only a small inconvenience, Anonymous launched more attacks by taking the site down again. After returning, the front page accidentally revealed an archive file of the entire site that contains over 300 megabytes of
private company emails that have been leaked on several torrents and through several sites on the Internet. It has been suggested that the data leak could cost the law firm up to £500,000 in fines for breaching UK data protection laws. In January 2011, BBC News reported that the law firm had announced that they would stop prosecuting
their illegal shareers. Head of ACS: Law Andrew Crossley in a court statement addressed issues that influenced the decision to reject I stopped my work ... I was the subject of a criminal assault. My emails have been hacked. I've had death threats and bomb threats. In August 2012, 4chan users attacked the Mountain Ross third-party
campaign, Dub the Dew, where users were asked to submit and vote ideas for a green apple flavor of the drink. Submitted by users as Diabeetus, Fapple, several variations of Gushing grandmother, and Hitler did nothing wrong. [155] [156] Threats of violence on 18 October 2006, the Department of Homeland Security warned of the
simultaneous use of bombs in stadiums. [15] The threat claims that the attack will take place on October 22, the last day of the Muslim holy month of Ramadan. The FBI and Department of Homeland Security have expressed doubts about the credibility of the threats, but have warned the organizations concerned as a precaution. The
games went ahead as planned, but are under a higher level of security awareness. Threats flocked to the national media after Jake Brahm admitted to posting the threats on 4chan and repeating them on other websites roughly 40 times. [158] Hello, /b/. On September 11, 2007, at 9:11 a.m. central time, two bombs were detonated from a



distance at Pflugerville High School. Immediately after the blast, I, along with two termi anonymous, will load the building armed with bushmaster AR-15, IMI Galil AR, vintage, government issue M1 .30 Carbine, and Benelli M4 semi-automatic weapon. The threat of Pflugerville[160] Brahm did not expect the message to be taken seriously,
as he would never have taken anything published on 4chan as a fact; [161] An FBI official was quoted as saying that the credibility of [the threat] was ridiculous. [8] As a parody of the incident, 4chan temporarily added Don't Mess With Football as an additional rule for /b/. On October 20, 2006, Brahm approached federal authorities and
was charged with fabricating a terrorist threat and was detained. On February 28, 2008, he pleaded guilty to the federal charge. On June 5, 2008, he was sentenced to six months in prison, six months of house arrest and ordered to pay $26,750 in restitution. Around midnight on September 11, 2007, a student posted photos of pipe bombs
and another of him holding them, saying he was going to blow up his high school in Pflugerville, Texas, at 9:11 a.m. [160] 4chan users helped track him down by finding the name of the perpetrator's father in Exif's data taken by him and contacting police. [164] He was arrested before the start of school. [165] [166] [167] [168] The incident
turned out to be merit; the weapons are toys and there were no actual bombs. Jared Willis, a 20-year-old from Melbourne, Australia, was arrested on December 8, 2007, after apparently posting on 4chan that he was going to shoot and kill as many people as I could, whereas for how long I was incapacitated or killed by the police. [170]
The post, accompanied by an image of another man holding a rifle, threatened a shopping mall near Beverly Hills. [171] While the investigation is still open, Willis criminal defamation for a separate incident[172] but died before the case was heard. On February 4, 2009, a secondment aboard the 4 chanari (b) [174] said that there would be
a school shooting at St. Eskilsum High School in Eskilstun, Sweden, leading 1,250 students and 50 teachers to be evacuated. A 21-year-old man was arrested after 4chan provided police with the IP address of the poster. Police said the suspect cut him off as a joke and released him after they found no signs that the threat was serious.
[176] On January 21, 2014, an anonymous poster began to delve into an identification student named Westley Sullivan, who apparently went to the same high school as the poster. The original post included a link to the Facebook account of Wesley Sullivan, which has since been taken down, and a photo of a post that said If Fairview isn't
closed tomorrow, I'll blow it up, given Sullivan's high school, Fairview High School, in Boyd County, Kentucky. Several anonymous individuals went to Sullivan's Facebook account and found his address, phone number, school ID number, school schedule and teachers, as well as other personal information. Information such as his teachers
and ID number was published directly, and more personal information such as his address was found in exif data on some of the photos posted on his profile. These individuals then contacted fairview representatives and local police, as well as the FBI. The next day, I learned that police had arrested Sullivan at his home and charged him
with a second-degree terrorist offense in Kentucky. [178] On June 28, 2018, a man named Eric M. Radulovic was arrested after an indictment of the U.S. Department of Justice, in one place, which conveyed in interstate and foreign outlets a threat of criminality to the other. [180] The indictment alleges that Radulovic was sent
anonymously the day after Unite the right-wing rally, announcing his intention to attack the protesters at the upcoming right-wing demonstration, ostensibly to provoke sympathy for the alt-right movement. I'm going to get a Remington 700 and start shooting at the alt-right. We need to empathize after all the liberals have shortened, so
someone will have to make it look as if the left is becoming more aggressive and radicalized. It's certainly a fake flag, but I'll aim for darker/darker hair in the crowd, so real whites don't have to worry, Radulovic wrote, according to the indictment. Ali Saad, 19, was arrested and arrested by the FBI for making child pornography and death
threats on November 29, 2010. Ali had visited 4chan a week before the [FBI raid] happened. He admitted to taking down about 25 child pornographic images from 4chan.[181] Colin Campbell, a MECHANIC of the US Navy, was arrested in February. after a sailor found child pornography on his iPhone, which he downloaded entirely from
4chan.[182][184][184][185] Ronald Aulson, 37, was raided in April 2011 at his New York home by the Department of Homeland Security after receiving child pornography from 4chan.[186] After 4chan reported a 15-year-old boy in California who posted child pornography, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security raided his home on
June 7, 2011, and took all his electronic items. On February 17, 2012, Tadeus McMichael was arrested by the FBI on child pornography charges after posting comments on Facebook claiming to possess child pornography. [188] According to the official criminal complaint against Thaddeus, he admitted to receiving child pornography from
the board of 4chan.[189] Celebrity photo leaked a major article: August 2014 celebrity leak of photos on August 31, 2014, a large number of private photos taken by celebrities were posted online due to the compromise of user passwords on iCloud. [190] The images were originally published on 4chan.[191] As a result of the incident,
4chan announced that it would implement a policy of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, which allows content owners to illegally remove material that has been shared on the site, and will prohibit users who have repeatedly posted stolen material. [192] Cyberbullying in January 2011 Matthew Riskin Bean, A 20-year-old New Jersey man
was sentenced to 45 days in prison for cyberbullying on 4chan.[193] Gamergate See also: Gamergate drew controversy also in August 2014, 4chan was involved in gamerversy disputes that began with unsupported allegations about indie game Developery Zoie Quinn by ex-boyfriend Zo-Quinn, followed by false claims from anonymous
internet users. [194] The accusations were followed by a campaign of harassment against several women in the video game industry organized by 4chan users,[195] especially /r9k/. Gamergate was banned on 4chan for alleged rule violations, and Gamergate supporters moved to other forums such as 8chan.[196][197] Murder in Port
Orchard, Washington, according to court documents filed on November 5, 2014, there are images posted on 4chan that appear to have been of a murder victim. The body was found in Port Orchard, Washington, after the photos were published. [198] The publications are accompanied by the text: It turns out that it is much more difficult to
strangle a person to death than to look in the movies. The post later said: Check the news for Port Orchard, Washington, in a few hours. Soon her son will be home from school. He'il find her, and then he'il call the cops. I wanted to share the photos before they found me. [198] The victim was Amber Lynne Coplin, 30. The suspect, 33-year-
old David Michael Kalak, turned himself in to Oregon police later that day; charged with second-degree murder involving domestic violence Kalak was convicted in April 2017 and sentenced to 82 years the following month. [200] The murder of Bianca Devins was a major story: The murder of Bianca Devins on July 14, 2019, 17-year-old
Bianca Devins was killed by 21-year-old Brandon Clark in Utica, New York, after the two were together at a concert. [201] The suspect took pictures of the victim's bloodied body and posted it on Discordi and his own Instagram page. [202] The photos were widely circulated on Instagram and other sites, especially on 4chan, where many
users mocked and celebrated her death, claiming that she deserved it and praised the killer while portraying Devins as a manipulative young woman. [203] [204] Devins has developed a small profile on the Internet and is a 4chan user. [205] THE ISP prohibits a temporary ban at AT&T on 26 July 2009, the AT&T DSL branch temporarily
blocked access to the img.4chan.org domain (host of /b/ and /r9k/), which was originally considered an attempt at censorship on the Internet, and met with hostility in the part of 4chan.[206][207] The next day, AT&T issued a statement that the block was placed after an AT&T customer was affected by a DOS attack originating from IP
addresses associated with img.4chan.org and was an attempt to prevent this attack from disrupting the service for the affected AT&T customer, and ... our other customers. AT&T argues that the block is not related to the content of 4chan.[208] 4chan's founder Christopher Poole replied with the following: [209][209][209][209] Ultimately,
this is not a sinister act of censorship, rather, a little mistake and a poorly executed, disproportionate response from A&T. Whoever pulled the trigger on the black probably didn't expect [and didn't want] the consequences of it. We are pleased that this short-lived debauchery has sparked renewed interest and debate about net neutrality
and internet censorship - two very important issues that don't get enough attention - so maybe it's just a blessing in disguise. Major news outlets have reported that the problem may be related to 4chan's DDoS-ing, and that 4chan users suspect that the then owner of a Swedish Anontalk.com. [211] [212] Verizon's temporary ban on
Verizon On February 4, 2010, 4chan began receiving reports from Verizon Wireless customers that they were having difficulty accessing the site's graphics dashboards. After an investigation, Poole found that only traffic on port 80 of boards.4chan.org domain was affected, leading members to believe the block was intentional. Three days
later, Verizon Wireless confirmed that 4chan was explicitly blocked. The block was lifted a few days later. [213] Telstra ban On March 20, 2019, Australian telecommunications company Telstra denied access to millions of Australians to 4chan, 8chan, Zero Hedge and LiveLeak as a reaction to christchurch mosque pots. [214] New Zealand
ISPs after humpback near Christchurch mosque after Christchurch mosque shooting multiple ISPs temporarily block any site where live copies are housed This includes Spark, Vodafone, Vocus and 2015. [215] [216] See also internet portal Comedy Portal Katawa Shoujo List of Internet Phenomena Pepe the Frog Notes ^ b c As explained
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